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DIVERSE: Bayesian Data IntegratiVE Learning
for Precise Drug ResponSE Prediction

Bet€ul G€uvenç Paltun , Samuel Kaski , and Hiroshi Mamitsuka

Abstract—Detecting predictive biomarkers from multi-omics data is important for precision medicine, to improve diagnostics of

complex diseases and for better treatments. This needs substantial experimental efforts that are made difficult by the heterogeneity of

cell lines and huge cost. An effective solution is to build a computational model over the diverse omics data, including genomic,

molecular, and environmental information. However, choosing informative and reliable data sources from among the different types of

data is a challenging problem. We propose DIVERSE, a framework of Bayesian importance-weighted tri- and bi-matrix factorization

(DIVERSE3 or DIVERSE2) to predict drug responses from data of cell lines, drugs, and gene interactions. DIVERSE integrates the

data sources systematically, in a step-wise manner, examining the importance of each added data set in turn. More specifically, we

sequentially integrate five different data sets, which have not all been combined in earlier bioinformatic methods for predicting drug

responses. Empirical experiments show that DIVERSE clearly outperformed five other methods including three state-of-the-art

approaches, under cross-validation, particularly in out-of-matrix prediction, which is closer to the setting of real use cases and more

challenging than simpler in-matrix prediction. Additionally, case studies for discovering new drugs further confirmed the performance

advantage of DIVERSE.

Index Terms—Personalized medicine, drug response prediction, machine learning, Bayesian methods, data integration

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

IDENTIFICATION of predictive biomarkers for drug sensitiv-
ity plays a significant role for assigning the most effec-

tive treatments to patients with complex diseases such as
cancer [1]. However, it is impracticable to clinically assess
each patient’s response to disease due to the large popu-
lation. Patients of the same cancer type may differ in their
responses to a specific medical therapy because of the
large genetic diversity of cancer [2]. Personalized medi-
cine provides an understanding of cancer cell lines at the
molecular level and recommends individualized thera-
pies to patients that allow high efficacy in different cancer
types by measuring drug responses [3].

The research ismost often donewith cell lineswhich, even
thoughmuch simpler than real patients, are already complex
enough and require multiple data sets to characterize suffi-
ciently for prediction. Since cancer cell lines show distinct
characteristics caused by a multitude of factors, including

genetic mutations, molecular interactions, and environmen-
tal sources, complicates the discovery of predictive bio-
markers. Fortunately, recent high-throughput technologies
have generated a considerable amount of biological data
fromdifferent viewpoints. This diverse data could allowpre-
cise computational prediction of drug sensitivity of cancer
cell lines based on molecular interactions, genomic features,
and chemical structures. However, although large-scale data
have been generated for drug response prediction, many
machine learning methods have failed to achieve good per-
formance for multiple heterogeneous data sources, because
these methods have been designed for only a single type of
data. Thus a challenging task is to build precise prediction
models on diverse data, coming from different sources,
which are difficult to compare. In fact, data integration has to
overcome several obvious problems, such as different data
sizes, complexity, and noisiness. However, more impor-
tantly, data-integrative machine learning methods need to
decide which information is useful to be incorporated and
how significant the information is for the prediction task.
This is the most critical problem to be addressed for machine
learning models with diverse multi-omics data. For this
problem, we propose DIVERSE, a framework to efficiently
integrate scientifically diverse data, i.e., genomic, chemical
and molecular interaction information, to predict missing
drug responses of cancer cell lines. The three key points of
DIVERSE are:

i) DIVERSE integrates five biologically different data
sets: drug similarity, gene expression, protein-pro-
tein interaction, drug-target interaction and cell line-
drug interaction. To the best of our knowledge, this
is the largest number of heterogeneous data sources
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combined for drug response prediction so far. No
competing bioinformatics methods can integrate the
same types of data sets.

ii) It does not allow any of the five different data sets
dominate the prediction. DIVERSE adds one data set
by one in a systematic and step-wise manner.

iii) It is methodologically flexible. Most existing studies
ignore uncertainty, and hence cannot accept missing
values. Second, in general, integrating different data
sets makes it harder to obtain the correct rank of
given data or matrices. DIVERSE solves these two
practically important problems by using a Bayesian
setting.

We empirically validated the performance of DIVERSE,
comparing with five other methods, including three
state-of-the-art methods, under 5x5-fold cross-validation.
Experimental results indicate that DIVERSE significantly
outperformed all compared methods in both mean-squared
error (MSE) and Spearman correlation coefficient (Sc), par-
ticularly for out-of-matrix prediction, which is a real-world
setting and much harder than in-matrix prediction. Results
clearly show the performance advantage of DIVERSE over
the current methods for predicting drug responses. Also,
the results indicate that the MSE and Sc of DIVERSE were
smoothly improved by the step-wise addition of each data
set. These advantages of DIVERSE were confirmed by sev-
eral case studies.

2 RELATED WORK

The promise of personalized medicine has been a theme in
clinical discussion for some time, and researchers have
developed a variety of computational methods. Some state-
of-the-art algorithms focusing on drug response prediction
include elastic net [4], support vector machines [5], kernel
ridge regression (KRR) [6], random forest and neural net-
works [7]. However, most of the traditional approaches
underestimate the complexity of cancer caused by a number
of environmental factors, genetic mutations, and somatic
alterations in drug response prediction. A variety of studies
have been taking into account the complex relationships
between cell lines, chemical structures, and genomic altera-
tions to identify predictive biomarkers [3].

The advantage of incorporating heterogeneous informa-
tion for drug response prediction analysis has been
highlighted in recent studies [8], [9]. Ammad-ud din et al.
proposed in their cwKBMF that utilizing genomic data
increases predictive performance, and incorporating prior
biological knowledge enhances it even further [10]. SRMF
[11] was proposed as a matrix factorization method to
simultaneously incorporate drug and cell line similarity
information for drug response prediction. Multiple non-
negative matrix factorization (MultiNMF) models have
been designed for integrating data sets by sharing one of
the factor matrices, details can be found in the study by [12].
DrugCellNet [13] assumes that the response of a known
drug in a new cell line is a weighted combination of the
responses of the neighboring cell lines. [14] focused on solv-
ing the “small n, large p” problem when the number of
genes is larger than samples, through integrating cell line
and drug information with a PPI network by utilizing

functional links. HNMDRP was proposed by [15] as a classi-
fication problem of whether that the drug is whether sensi-
tive or resistant, based on data on gene expression profiles
from cell lines, drug chemical structure features, drug-target
interactions, and PPIs. Even though HNMDRP utilizes
enough data, it cannot predict unseen (new) drugs and cell
lines. Recently, [16] developed a time- and memory-efficient
learning method with multiple pairwise kernels that can
integrate various types of biological data sources, which,
however, requires that the data comes in the form of obser-
vations for pairs of entities, such that data only includes
drug and cell line information. Another network-based
drug response prediction method MOLI [17], was recently
proposed and built on deep neural networks for feature
selection. MOLI learns the features of each data item, and
then concatenates them for predicting drug response values.
Detailed comparisons of recent machine learning models in
data-integrative drug response prediction can be found in a
recent review by [3].

DIVERSE has three unique aspects to address the limita-
tions of existing models and to develop more robust mod-
els. That is, DIVERSE can 1) integrate several entities such
as drugs, cell lines, and genes to predict missing entries and
unseen drugs. For example, many methods have to use cell
line similarity information transformed from gene expres-
sion data since they can not integrate gene-related informa-
tion; 2) use a computationally feasible method to integrate
data sets because when a new data set is combined,
DIVERSE can use the same entity-specific factors without
additional computation; 3) use non-negativity constraints in
a Bayesian setting to reduce overfitting on noisy data, sus-
taining better interpretation after factorization.

3 METHODS

DIVERSE allows predicting drug responses of cancer cell
lines by incorporating information from heterogeneous
data sets. DIVERSE consists of two key elements: 1) Sec-
tion 3.1.2–4: Bayesian non-negative matrix factorization
that is used to determine latent factors of data sets,
including data describing relations between drugs, cell
lines, and genes. 2) Section 3.1.5–6: hybrid matrix factori-
zation model to simultaneously integrate heterogeneous
data sets. This combination of methods is new for predict-
ing drug sensitivity.

3.1 Prediction Model

3.1.1 Prediction Problem

The goal of this work is to predict missing entries of a drug
response matrix given the other matrices. This problem con-
sists of two different tasks. First, we predict an unknown
value of a pair of a drug and a cell line, for a drug for which
other values are already given (observed). Second, we pre-
dict all responses of an unseen (new) drug which has no
observed values in the matrix yet. Drug response data con-
sists of IC50 values that give the effectiveness of drugs on
different cell lines. Additional given inputs are drug simi-
larity, gene expression, protein-protein interaction, drug-
target interaction and cell line-drug interaction data sources.
Details of the data will be described in Section 4.1.
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3.1.2 Notation

The main input is the drug response matrix R 2 RN�M , in
which rows correspond to drugs and columns to cell lines.
Each entry in R is the response value of a single drug in a
certain cell line. In order to represent associations between
cell lines and genes, we use P 2 RM�L. The chemical simi-

larity matrix of drugs is encoded as D 2 RN�N . T 2 RL�N is
the drug-target interaction matrix, where Tij 1 if there is
interaction between drug i and gene j. Similarly, protein-

protein interaction (PPI) matrix G 2 RL�L represents the
functional relations between proteins. Here matrices are
denoted by capital letters. The detailed interaction between
matrices can be seen in Fig. 1. Table 1 shows the list of nota-
tions used throughout this paper.

3.1.3 Non-Negative Matrix Tri-Factorization

The drug response matrix R can be mapped to a non-nega-
tive low-dimensional latent factor space and regarded as
the product of three matrices as follows:

R � USrV
T: Here U;V;Sr 2 Rþ; and; (1)

U 2 RN�Kd , V 2 RM�Kc describe the relationship of the
latent factors to drugs and cell lines, respectively. The Sr 2
RKd�Kc defines the latent relation between drugs and cell
lines.

We use a probabilistic approach to formulate the factori-
zation, which allows us to handle missing values efficiently.
We assume a priori that each relation is drawn from Gauss-
ian distribution with precision t. The likelihood function for
the observed data is:

pðRjU;Sr;V; trÞ ¼
Y

i;j

NðRij;Ui � Sr �VT
j ; t

�1
r Þ: (2)

We choose priors that allow us to constrain latent matrices
to be non-negative and permit an efficient inference proce-
dure. Thus, the priors for the latent matrices are chosen to
be exponentially distributed with scales �kd , and �kc ,

Uikd � Expð�kdÞ; Vikc � Expð�kcÞ; Sr � Expð�srÞ
(3)

where kd 2 f1; . . . ; Kdg and kc 2 f1; . . . ; Kcg. The model is
formulated with conjugate priors where noise variance

is chosen as gamma distribution with shape ar and scale br,

tr � Gðtr;ar;brÞ: (4)

3.1.4 Selecting the Rank

Bayesian settings help to seek the exact rank automatically
in contrast to traditional matrix factorization methods by
having a prior, and when integrating out parameters, the
model ends up realizing that some components have zero
contribution to the result. Instead of performing model
selection to find the number of ranks for latent matrices, we
define an upper bound, and the model determines the cor-
rect number of components. We define hyperpriors over
prior parameters which are shared by columns of matrices
to perform automatic model selection;

�kd � Gð�kd ;akd ;bkdÞ; �kc � Gð�kc ;akc ;bkcÞ; (5)

as used by [18]. If prior has a low value, the entire column
will be activated or eliminated if prior has a high value.

3.1.5 Inference

Given the observed measurements of cell lines, drugs,
and genomic features, the posterior distribution of the
model parameters is computed via the Bayes theorem.
Since the model has been formulated with conjugate pri-
ors, Gibbs sampling can be conveniently used to sample
new values for each parameter from their conditional
distribution of given data and the current values of
the other parameters. Derivation of conditional distribu-
tions from posterior distribution is straightforward due to
using conjugate priors. The detailed iterative process of
Gibbs sampling is summarized in Algorithm 1.

Fig. 1. Conceptual integration configuration of the multiple data from
three types of entities; d, g and c denote drugs, genes and cell lines
respectively.

TABLE 1
The List of Symbols and Notations Used in This Paper

Symbol Description

R Drug response matrix (main input), R 2 RN�M

D Drug similarity matrix,D 2 RN�N

P Gene expression matrix, P 2 RM�L

G Protein-protein interaction matrix,G 2 RL�L

T Drug-target interaction matrix, T 2 RL�N

U Low-rank representation of drugs, U 2 RN�Kd

V Low-rank representation of cell lines, V 2 RM�Kc

H Low-rank representation of genes,H 2 RL�Kg

Sr Low-rank relation matrix of drugs and cell lines,
Sr 2 RKd�Kc

Sp Low-rank relation matrix of cell lines and genes,
Sp 2 RKc�Kg

Sd Low-rank similarity matrix of drugs, Sd 2 RKd�Kd

Sg Low-rank similarity matrix of genes, Sg 2 RKg�Kg

St Low-rank relation matrix of drugs and genes, St 2
RKg�Kd

�k Set of prior parameters of latent factors, �k ¼
f�kd ; �kc ; �kgg

w Set of importance weights; w ¼ fwr; wp; wd; wt; wgg
t Set of noise parameters; t ¼ ftr; tp; td; tt; tgg for all

data
M Main block includes main prediction data
F Feature block includes feature matrices
S Similarity block includes similarity matrices
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Algorithm 1. Gibbs Sampling Algorithm for Drug
Response Prediction

Input: Drug response matrix R
Output: Approximated drug response matrix
1: Initialize model parameters: U0;Sr0;V0; �k0

d
; �s0r

; �k0c
2: for each iteration: i = 1, ..., T do
3: Sample model hyperparameters:
4: �t

kd
� pð�kd jUt; �k0

d
Þ

5: �t
sr
� pð�sr jSr

t; �s0r
ÞÞ

6: �t
kc

� pð�kc jVt; �k0c
ÞÞ

7: for each drug, i = 1,...,N do
8: Utþ1

i � pðUijR;St;Vt; �t
kd
Þ

9: end for
10: for each relation, k ¼ 1; . . . ;Kd do
11: Sr

tþ1
k � pðSrkjR;Ut;Vt; �t

sr
Þ

12: end for
13: for each cell lines, j = 1,...,M do
14: Vtþ1

j � pðVijR;St;Ut; �t
kc
Þ

15: end for
16: end for

3.1.6 Hybrid Matrix Factorization

The purpose of our model is to predict the missing
responses of drugs to given cell lines and unseen drugs for
given multiple cancer cell lines by incorporating prior infor-
mation. In order to infer drug responses of cancer cell lines
and improve the accuracy, we apply Bayesian hybrid matrix
factorization (HMF) to integrate several data sets concur-
rently as side information [19].

HMF considers heterogeneous integration over three types
of data blocks, each being a set of matrices: 1) main block M
has the main matrices to be considered, 2) similarity block S
has similarity matrices, and 3) feature block F has matrices,
each relating two entities, while these matrices are not in M.
HMF is suitable for our problem setting of integratingmultiple
datamatrices, at the same time by sharing factors betweendata
sets. Additionally, sharing latent matrices can be effectively
used for data integration and improve the factorization [20].

Let us show an example of HMF, with main block M ¼
fR;Pg and similarity block S ¼ fD;Gg. We then simulta-
neously factorize these four matrices, where each matrix is
factorized into a product of three non-negative low-dimen-
sional matrices. Factorization of R is already given in (1),
and then the rest three matrices, P, D, and G, can be factor-
ized as follows:

P � VSpH
T; D � USdU

T; G � HSgH
T; (6)

with the additional constraint that all latent factors are non-
negative. Thus you can easily see that four input matrices
can be factorized into only three latent factors, V, H, and U
except S�.

3.1.7 Importance Weights

We learn the importance of each data to investigate the con-
tribution to the prediction task. In this way, we can ensure
that no single side data source will dominate the prediction
task, and the method will find a solution that better fits all

data sets. The importances are learned by modifying the
likelihood functions of HMF to include a set of importance
weights wr; wd; wp; wg and learning them from data. After
adding the weights, the likelihoods are,

R � NðR;U � Sr �VTÞwr ; D � NðD;U � Sd �UTÞwd

P � NðP;V � Sp �HTÞwp ; G � NðG;H � Sg �HTÞwg :

(7)

3.2 Integrating Side Information

Wepropose a data integration framework to improve the effi-
ciency of the prediction of anticancer drug responses in cell
lines by incorporating heterogeneous data about observed
relationships among cell lines, drugs, and genes. Our frame-
work incorporates those multiple relationships as matrices
into the data blocks of HMF. The model assumes that the
drug responses and all side information sources are condi-
tionally independent given the parameters so that the likeli-
hood can be written as the product over these sources. In
particular, to examine the importance of each data matrix, we
integrate multiple matrices in a step-wise manner which,
starting withR, adds one data matrix one by one, in the order
ofD, P,G and T. At each step, we examine the importance of
the added data matrix by checking the predictive perfor-
mance. The detailed relation between the datasets and their
parameters, priors and hyper-priors can be seen in Fig. 2 as a
graphical illustration for a better understanding.

3.2.1 Data Integration: Step-Wise Methods

Our framework is a step-wise workflow of gradually inte-
grating multiple data matrices, where at each step we
explore the importance of each added matrix through the
importance weight, and each step is based on matrix tri-fac-
torization (MTF) or matrix bi-factorization (MF) of HMF.
We call the method DIVERSE (for Bayesian Data IntegratiVE
learning for drug ResponSE prediction), particularly DIVERSE3
(Importance Weight matrix-Tri-Factorization) or DIVERSE2
(Importance Weight matrix-Bi-Factorization), depending on
the manner of factorization. Fig. 3 shows a schematic picture
of our framework, which for five data auxiliary data matri-
ces produces five prediction methods having progressively
more auxiliary data.

(1) Incorporating drug similarity data (DIVERSE3-D)
Drug similarity is one of the most commonly used

side information sources to improve drug response
prediction. We start by addingD to R to demonstrate
the method yields comparable results to earlier
methods using the same two data sources. For given
likelihood functions of drug response and drug simi-
larity matrices (7), we integrate the data matrices in
the total likelihood function as follows,

pðujR;DÞ / pðuÞpðRjU;Sr;V; trÞwrpðDjU;Sd; tdÞwd : (8)

where u denotes all parameters, pðuÞ is the prior,
and the two last terms the likelihoods for the two
data sources, weighted by data set specific weights
wr and wd.
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(2) Incorporating gene expression data (DIVERSE3-P)
Gene expression has also been utilized for the

prediction of drug responses since a considerable
amount of gene expression data has become publicly
available. When combining gene expression data P
with DIVERSE3-D, we can write the posterior proba-
bility as

pðujR;D;PÞ /pðuÞpðRjU;Sr;V; trÞwrpðDjU;Sd; tdÞwd

pðPjV;Sp;H; tpÞwp :
(9)

(3) Incorporating protein-protein interaction data
(DIVERSE3-G)

Protein-protein interaction is another significant
source that researchers have recently started to incor-
porate to predicting cell line-drug associations. We
integrate this information into DIVERSE3-P. The pos-
terior distribution of the four data sets is

pðujR;D;P;GÞ /pðuÞpðRjU;Sr;V; trÞwrpðDjU;Sd; tdÞwd

pðPjV;Sp;H; tpÞwppðGjH;Sg; tgÞwg :

(10)

(4) Incorporating drug-target interaction data
(DIVERSE3/2-T)

In the last step, for a given drug-target interaction
data set, we have two different scenarios that decom-
poseT in differentways
T � HStU

T or T � HUT; such that U;H;St 2 Rþ:

(11)

The idea behind these two distinct ways is that so far
we have repeatedly used MTF, and then now we can
try two cases: we 1) keep using MTF, or 2) switch to
MF, where latent factors H and U can be more regu-
larized by T than MTF, which might be useful for
prediction. This different experimental setup will
reveal the flexibility of the model. In other words, by
switching to MF, which has fewer parameters, the
decomposition can be more regularized.

(1) DIVERSE3-T
WedecomposeT into threematrices so that this

factorization will have an advantage of using
interactions between the two latent vector spaces.
Especially because this data is binary, simulta-
neous factorization would be preferable. In this
scenario, blocks are given as M ¼ fR;P;Tg and
S ¼ fD;Gg. Wemodify the posterior such as,

pðujR;D;P;GÞ /pðuÞpðRjU;Sr;V; trÞwrpðDjU;Sd; tdÞwd

pðPjV;Sp;H; tpÞwppðGjH;Sg; tgÞwg

�pðTjH;St;U; ttÞwt :

(12)

(2) DIVERSE2-T
In the second scenario, we use MF which

requires fewer parameters for T, and uses latent
factors of drug and gene entities obtained from
the main block

Fig. 2. Graphical illustration of the DIVERSE method used for prediction of drug responses. The figure demonstrates given matrices, shared latent
variables with their priors any hyper-priors. Each plate shows a different version of DIVERSE that depends on the manner of factorization and the
integrated side information. In particular, black colored nodes denote the matrices, green nodes represent the parameters of the matrices, blue ones
are prior to the projection matrices, and the red nodes represent the hyper-priors of the model. See text for more details.
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pðujR;D;P;GÞ /pðuÞpðRjU;Sr;V; trÞwrpðDjU;Sd; tdÞwd

pðPjV;Sp;H; tpÞwppðGjH;Sg; tgÞwg

�pðTjH;U; tgÞwt :

(13)

4 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

4.1 Data

We used five publicly available data sources, which consist
of measurements on three types of entities: drugs, cell lines,
and genes, for predicting the response of cancer cell lines.
Fig. 1 shows a conceptual scheme on the relation between
data sets. All data sets vary in different ranges, such as
drug-target interaction is binary data set, while drug simi-
larity data ranges between [0,100]. For the consistency
between integrated data sources, we scaled all data to the
range between [0,1]. The statistics of the five data sets we
used in our experiments are summarized in Table 2.

4.1.1 Drug Response (R)

We obtained drug response data (R) from Genomics of Drug
Sensitivity in Cancer (GDSC) [21], consisting of IC50 values
that measuring drug activity concentration required for 50
percent inhibition (a lower value of IC50 indicates a better
sensitivity of a cell line to a given drug). For 265 drugs and
992 cell lines, the data had been log-transformed. After the
pre-processing, we obtained 255 drugs and 956 cell lines.

4.1.2 Drug Similarity (D)

Drug similarity (D), based on the chemical structural simi-
larity between compounds, is usually used to identify com-
pounds sharing similar biological or chemical activity. We
used the PubChem Score Matrix Service [22] for extracting
2D similarity scores of the 255 drug compounds in R.

4.1.3 Gene Expression (P)

We used gene expression data (P) provided by the GDSC
project. The data had been measured with Affymetrix
Human Genome U219 Arrays, and normalized by using
RMA. We used the genes found both in drug-target interac-
tions and gene expression, resulting in 232 genes with their
interactions with 956 cell lines.

4.1.4 Drug-Target Interaction (T)

Drug–target interaction data (T) were collected from GDSC
and Chembl [23] databases. We extracted drug-target inter-
actions for 255 drugs, which also exist in the drug response
matrix and 232 genes, which are found in the gene expres-
sion data.

Fig. 3. Overview of our systematic framework, DIVERSE, of integrating multiple data sets: importance weight tri-(or bi-)matrix factorization. We start
with adding D to R (first row: DIVERSE3-D). We then add P to DIVERSE3-D (second row: DIVERSE3-P). Similarly we add G to DIVERSE3-P (third
row: DIVERSE3-G) and T to DIVERSE3-G (fourth row: DIVERSE3-T). Another option of the last addition is bi-matrix factorization, and this is the last
row: DIVERSE2-T.

TABLE 2
Statistics on Five Data Sets in Our Experiments

#drugs #cell lines #genes observed sources

R 255 956 - 0.82 GDSC
D 255 - - 0.92 Pubchem
P - 956 232 1 GDSC
G - - 232 0.5 STRING
T 255 - 232 0.009 GDSC + Chembl

Note: R: drug response, D: drug similarity, P: gene expression, G: protein-
protein interaction, T: drug-target interaction.
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4.1.5 Protein-Protein Interaction (G)

PPI (G) is very noisy but might be helpful to understand the
behavior of drug responses, since drug effects can be affected
by proteins through various networks, such as metabolic
pathways. We retrieved protein interactions from STRING
[24], which includes physical and functional associations.

4.2 Experiment settings

4.2.1 In-Matrix and Out-of-Matrix Prediction

We empirically evaluated the predictive performance of the
five methods presented in Section 3.2.1 by associations
between cell lines and drugs. For comparison of these meth-
ods, we considered two tasks:

(i) in-matrix prediction: we predict missing values in R.
(ii) out-of-matrix prediction: we predict values for entirely

unseen drug response vectors to given cell lines.

4.2.2 Determining Importance Weight

An important and hard problem is to find the best set of
importance values, particularly for the method with a larger
number of data sets. For this problem, we examined various
number of importance values for both in-matrix and out-of-
matrix predictions. We used the values in the range of [0,1]
with a fixed interval, resulting in that all values are [0.2, 0.4,
0.6, 0.8, 1]. Our way of exploring a set of optimal importance
values is a greedy manner. That is, we repeated the follow-
ing three steps: 1) at one method in Section 3.2.1, we added
one data set and then tested each of all five possible impor-
tance values, meaning that we conducted five experiments
for each method. 2) we adopted the value, which provides
the best performance among the five possibilities. 3) we
then moved to the next method to add another data set.

4.2.3 Cross-Validation

We conducted five times 5-fold (5x5-fold) cross-validation
with different random cross-validation folds where we held
a subset of drugs as a test set and trained the model on the
rest of the drugs. We predicted the response values for
drugs in the test set, by using the trained model.

4.2.4 Performance Evaluation Measures

We evaluated the predictive performance of all methods by
using the Spearman correlation coefficient (Sc) and MSE
between the observed (true) and the predicted IC50s. We
focused on drug-averaged Spearman correlation scores
across test drugs since the correlation over all drug
responses between true and predicted drug sensitivity
scores might overestimate the predictive performance.

4.3 Comparison Methods

We note that our framework allows to integrate five different
data sets, while so far to the best of our knowledge, there are
no bioinformatics methods, which can incorporate the five
different data sets (three entity types) for prediction of drug
response values. Thus we were unable to find any competing
methods, which can use same data sets as our framework.

We first used two baselines, by following [25], i.e., the
mean of training drug response values as a prediction for

the unobserved drug responses, where we considered 1)
cell-line specific mean (cls-mean) and 2) overall mean (all-
mean). We then used two state-of-the-art machine learning
approaches: MultiNMF [12] and KRR [6]. Lastly, we used
DrugCellNet, which is a straightforward but efficient net-
work interpolation method for drug response prediction.
We chose DrugCellNet since DrugCellNet already outper-
formed standard machine learning methods such as Elastic-
Net, random forest and support vector regression in [13].
We note that these three methods (MultiNMF, KRR and
DrugCellNet) cannot use the entire five data sets in our
experiment, though DIVERSE can handle all these five.
Instead, these three methods used only drug response (R)
and drug similarity (D) data sets.

We tuned relevant hyper-parameters of MultiNMF and
KRR by using grid search on each training set. We selected
the size of dimensionality K of MultiNMF as 10. We followed
the the same experimental procedure as described above for
the comparedmethods, i.e., 5x5-fold cross-validation.

4.4 Performance Results

We entirely compared the following ten methods: cls-mean
(cell-line specific mean), all-mean (overall mean); MultiNMF,
KRR, DrugCellNet (drug response and similarity), DIVERSE3-
D, DIVERSE3-P, DIVERSE3-G and finally DIVERSE2-T and
DIVERSE3-T considering two cases: i) in-matrix prediction
and ii) out-of-matrix prediction. Note that, our primary moti-
vation is to focus on out-of matrix prediction, since this prob-
lem is more challenging, and also a more realistic setting, in
which unknowndrugs are given.

4.4.1 In-Matrix Prediction Performance

Table 3 shows the MSE and Sc of the ten compared methods
under 5x5-fold cross-validation. The five methods of
DIVERSE achieved significantly smaller MSE than the two
baselines and three state-of-the-art methods. The perfor-
mance of MultiNMF was the second (after DIVERSE) in
both MSE and Sc, which might be reasonable, because Mul-
tiNMF is also based on NMF, though using drug responses
and drug similarity data only. The performance of KRR
was worse compared to MultiNMF and DrugCellNet,
probably because regression may have negative output
values, although all true outputs are here known to be

TABLE 3
MSE and Sc (Average Scores of 5x5 Cross-Validation) of Ten

Compared Methods in In-Matrix Prediction

MSE 	 Std. Dev. Sc 	 Std. Dev.

cls-mean 0:5226	 0:0036 –
all-mean 0:4181	 0:0726 –
MultiNMF 0:0209	 0:0020 0:4717	 0:0041
KRR 0:0625	 0:0046 0:0111	 0:0250
DrugCellNet 0:0532	 0:0002 0:4481	 0:0056
DIVERSE3-D 0:0047	 0:0001 0:4852	 0:0023
DIVERSE3-P 0:0048	 0:0008 0:4833	 0:0040
DIVERSE3-G 0:0047	 0:0001 0:4840	 0:0039
DIVERSE2-T 0:0047	 0:0001 0:4841	 0:0037
DIVERSE3-T 0:0048	 0:0001 0:4844	 0:0032

Note: Std. Dev. stands for standard deviation.
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non-negative. Overall, DIVERSE outperformed all compared
methods, indicating that DIVERSE would be most robust to
predict missing data. On the other hand, the differences
between the five methods of DIVERSE were rather unclear.
This result implies that adding multiple data sets might not
necessarily be so effective for in-matrix prediction.

4.4.2 Out-of-Matrix Prediction Performance

Table 4 shows the MSE and Sc of the ten compared methods
under 5x5-fold cross-validation, where the lowest MSE and
largest Sc are highlighted in bold. The five methods of
DIVERSE again achieved significantly smaller MSE and
higher Sc scores than the other five methods. MultiNMF was
worst among the existing methods, implying that NMF is
ineffective for out-of-matrix prediction though being useful
for filling missing values. DrugCellNet was next to DIVERSE
in both MSE and Sc. Among the five methods of DIVERSE,

starting with DIVERSE3-D, the MSE was decreasing like
DIVERSE3-P, DIVERSE3-G, finally resulting in DIVERSE3-T,
the smallest value among all ten compared methods.
This result indicates that step-wise data set addition of
DIVERSE worked well for integrating heterogeneous data
sets. Also, this result was confirmed by Sc, where Sc was basi-
cally increased by adding more data sets, finally reaching
0.6772, which was again the highest among all ten compared
methods.

We can compare our twoways of addingT, i.e., DIVERSE3-
T and DIVERSE2-T, from a performance perspective. Table 4
shows theMSEofDIVERSE3-Twas 0.0183, whichwas smaller
than theMSE ofDIVERSE2-Twhichwas 0.185. This difference
sounds very slight, and we checked box plots of MSE and Sc,
which are shown in Fig. 4, where the left two figures ((a) MSE
and (b) Sc) show the case of DIVERSE3-T (DIVERSE3-D !
DIVERSE3-P ! DIVERSE3-G ! DIVERSE3-T) and the right
two figures ((c) MSE and (d) Sc) show the case of DIVERSE2-T
(DIVERSE3-D!DIVERSE3-P!DIVERSE3-G!DIVERSE2-
T). In these figures, the thick black line in each box shows the
median, and the mean value of each case is shown by black
cross. We observe that the mean value of (a) decreased clearly
(particularly at the last DIVERSE3-T), while the decrease of
the mean of (c) is rather mild, particularly at the last
DIVERSE2-T. Thus we can see DIVERSE3-T achieved a
better performance than DIVERSE2-T, implying that matrix
tri-factorization is better than matrix bi-factorization here.
Eventually, strong regularization by T (see the bottom of
Fig. 3)might not be so useful.

Finally, we examine the importance weights, which were
computed when a data set is newly added in the greedy
procedure of DIVERSE. Table 5 shows the importance
weights obtained by the best performance case when we
added a newly data set (for example D for DIVERESE3-D)

TABLE 4
MSE and Sc (Average Scores of 5x5 Cross-Validation) of

Ten Compared Methods in Out-of-matrix Prediction

MSE 	 Std. Dev. Sc 	 Std. Dev.

cls-mean 0:5227	 0:0027 –
all-mean 0:4181	 0:0726 –
MultiNMF 0:1581	 0:0721 0:1457	 0:0180
KRR 0:0764	 0:0125 0:2976	 0:0361
DrugCellNet 0:0455	 0:0044 0:3423	 0:0259
DIVERSE3-D 0:0194	 0:0049 0:6750	 0:0186
DIVERSE3-P 0:0189	 0:0049 0:6770	 0:0188
DIVERSE3-G 0:0186	 0:0035 0:6762	 0:0179
DIVERSE2-T 0:0185	 0:0040 0:6765	 0:0187
DIVERSE3-T 0:0183	 0:00330:0183	 0:0033 0:6772	 0:01930:6772	 0:0193

Note: Std. Dev. stands for standard deviation.

Fig. 4. Performance results of out-of-matrix prediction under 5x5-fold cross validation. (a) MSE and (b) Sc of the case of DIVERSE3-T when T is
added, and (c) MSE and (d) Sc of the case of DIVERSE2-T when T is added. The thick black horizontal line in each box is the median, while black
cross of each box is the mean. Thus please use each black cross to examine the results.
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in DIVERSE, for each of the five times 5-fold cross-valida-
tion, and also the average over the five times. The highest
average importance weight was obtained by DIVERSE3-T,
indicating that the importance weight was large when T,
i.e., drug-target interactions, was added. However, other
data sets also had rather large average importance weights,
like 0.56 to 0.68, except D, i.e., drug similarity, with always
0.2. Interestingly, this result implies that drug similarity
might not have been so significant.

4.4.3 Case Study

To find potential drugs for our cancer cell lines from a dif-
ferent perspective, we checked how well data integration
worked for prediction improvement for individual cases.
The idea here is if we have drugs for which prediction was
improved by integrating more data, we can predict whether
the drug is useful for a given cell line. From this assessment,
we could raise three sample drugs: CUDC-101, Gemcita-
bine, and SN-38 (known as also Irinotecan), for which pri-
mary targets are EGFR/ERBB2, pyrimidine antimetabolite,
and TOP1 respectively. Table 6 shows how each version of
DIVERSE improved the correlation score between the
observed and predicted values of each of the three drugs.
These results indicate the existence of highly predictable
drugs, and also, as a methodology, our framework of data
integration worked on predicting the IC50 values. Further-
more, these results show that integrating biological side
information is useful to predict unseen drugs from existing
drug screening values and improve efficiency.

To understand the results obtained by DIVERSE3-T
more, we trained DIVERSE3-T by using all available data
and predicted responses of unseen chemical compounds.
The idea is that we may find a new drug, if a positive
response is predicted by DIVERSE3-T, even if the observed

(true) data are not positives, i.e., negatives. Thus we first
chose compounds with different values between the pre-
dicted (by DIVERSE3-T) and observed values and then ran
a one-sided paired t-test to confirm the significance of the
difference in the mean. We then obtained two potential
drugs for our cancer cell lines: 1) Docetaxel and 2) Vinorel-
bine. Fig. 5 shows the distributions of predicted and
observed values for these two compounds. For these two
drugs, the values predicted by DIVERSE3-T were signifi-
cantly higher than the observed values, with p-values <
2:22e� 16. We further checked the literature and some
more details of these two drugs can be given as follows: 1)
Docetaxel is one of the powerful known drugs which has
many interactions with other drugs and also known interac-
tions with mitosis pathway such as TUBB1 and MAP2/
MAP4 proteins; where 13 percent of response values are
missing. 2) Vinorelbine is a similar drug with Docetaxel
where approximately 10 percent of the entries are missing
and targeting microtubule destabilizer in the mitosis path-
way. Thus these two might be used as cancer drugs.

5 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Cancer is a complex disease affected by genotypes and associ-
ated with other factors including phenotypes, environmental
exposures, drugs, and chemical molecules. No single data
source can explain the underlying factors and capture com-
plexity. Machine learning methods that combine heteroge-
neous data from multiple sources have thus emerged as
critical, statistical and computational approaches. Although
various methods have been developed for anticancer drug
response prediction, challenges remain inmany aspects, such
as choosing the informative data sources suitable for training
and testingmodels, computational approaches that can incor-
porate many sources efficiently, and deciding how suchmod-
els are evaluated and validated.

TABLE 5
Importance Weights of the Best Performance Case of

Each Time in 5x5-Fold Cross-Validation

1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th Average

DIVERSE3-D 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2

DIVERSE3-P 0.8 0.8 0.2 0.8 1 0.68

DIVERSE3-G 1 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 0.6

DIVERSE2-T 0.4 0.4 0.6 0.4 1 0.56

DIVERSE3-T 1 1 0.8 0.4 1 0.84

TABLE 6
Average MSE and Spearman Correlation Scores Over
5x5-Fold Cross-Validation for Multiple Cancer Cell Lines

CUDC101 Gemcitabine SN-38

MSE Sc MSE Sc MSE Sc

DIVERSE3-D 0.00096 0.916 0.00182 0.930 0.00146 0.861

DIVERSE3-P 0.00099 0.910 0.00203 0.923 0.00122 0.884

DIVERSE3-G 0.00092 0.915 0.00211 0.919 0.00165 0.841

DIVERSE2-T 0.00087 0.922 0.00189 0.929 0.00119 0.894

DIVERSE3-T 0.00081 0.926 0.00138 0.948 0.00121 0.887

Fig. 5. Box plots of two test drugs from GDSC dataset: A. Docetaxel and
B. Vinorelbine. The t-test was used to measure the statistical difference
in the mean between the predicted and observed response values of cell
lines for each drug.
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We have proposed DIVERSE, Bayesian matrix factoriza-
tion with importance weights, a new framework to infer
drug-cell line associations incorporating side information col-
lected from different sources. To overcome the challenges
which we mentioned above, we focused on integrating as
much data as possible, which reaches five data sets in our
experiments. In DIVERSE, the data can be systematically inte-
grated in a cascade manner, examining the importance of
each incorporated data set. We empirically validated the per-
formance of DIVERSE, comparing with five other methods,
including three state-of-the-art methods, under 5x5-fold
cross-validation. Experimental results indicate that DIVERSE
would clearly be useful for out-of-matrix prediction, which is
a real-world setting and much harder than in-matrix predic-
tion. In particular, the results indicate that the performance
(MSE) of DIVERSE was smoothly improved by the step-wise
addition of more data sets. These advantages of DIVERSE
were confirmed by several case studies. Even though our pro-
posed framework has achieved encouraging results, it cannot
avoid the following disadvantages. We prefer using Gibbs
sampling since it is one of themost robust optimizationmeth-
ods which gives the ability to estimate the full Bayesian poste-
rior, especially for sparse data sets. However, it converges
slowly and requires additional samples to estimate the poste-
rior compared to other optimization techniques such as varia-
tional Bayes. Second, incorporating more meaningful data
effectively could improve the predictive performance such as
the drug similarity data which is based on the 2D chemical
structural similarity between compounds in our work. Even
though 2D features give sufficient features to represent a
drug, 3D structure featuresmight also play a crucial role. Sim-
ilar cases also can be considered for other integrated sources.
For example; better identification of gene-drug associations
provides a comprehensive understanding of effective treat-
ments for patients [26]. We benefit from one-gene-to-one-
drug associations for drug-gene interaction data, however, if
different drugs interact with each other and targets “many-
genes-to-many drugs”, the drug response therapymay be fur-
ther improved [27], [28].

Predictive performancemight be further improved if more
informative data sources can be incorporated into our meth-
ods, and exploring new data sets would be direct future
work. Another direction might be to predict the response of
drug combinations by integrating more data since drug com-
bination therapy could provide an effective strategy to over-
come drug resistance [29]. There might be another challenge
rising here because of the big data problems that require care-
fully chosen feature selectionmethods. Also inmachine learn-
ing, various techniques, including those in deep learning, are
continuously being developed. Incorporating such new tech-
niques into our method for better prediction or interpretabil-
ity would be interesting futurework.
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